Gaza Economic Predicament One Year After Disengagement: What Went Wrong?

Dr. Mohammed Samhouri

A little over a year ago, the Israeli government evacuated 8,000 Jewish settlers from the Gaza Strip, dismantled 21 settlements, and, in the early morning hours of September 12, 2005, ended its 38-year-long military presence in Gaza and said Adios. Less than 10 months later, however, the Israeli army was back, and Gaza, warned the UN Emergency Relief Coordinator Jan Egeland at a donor conference in Stockholm last month, has become “a ticking time bomb.”

Life in Gaza one year after disengagement is “miserable and dangerous,” “intolerable, appalling and tragic,” where many Palestinians, as U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice observed in a recent visit to Ramallah, “are deprived of basic human needs.”

Gaza, lamented UNRWA’s Director of Operations in Gaza John Ging, “is heading down the tubes.”

Although no one expected miracles to happen within the year after Israel unilaterally pulled its settlers and troops out of Gaza, the speed at which economic and humanitarian conditions have deteriorated in the teeming 360-sq-km Palestinian enclave was not foreseen either—nor was the scope and intensity of the decline in such a short period of time.

This unfortunate turn of events following the Israeli evacuation of Gaza last year raises a whole host of questions as to what exactly happened there. The first and most obvious question, of course, is: What went wrong? Is it that Gaza’s rapid economic decline was inevitable, or could it have been avoided? What factors account for this dramatic free fall in conditions? To what extent does Gaza’s post-disengagement economic predicament have to do with the Israeli one-sided move itself? And to what degree is the sudden change in the Palestinian political terrain responsible for Gaza’s economic plight? Was disengagement a missed opportunity that could have been used to rebuild Gaza
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in Gaza, including the creation of a new free trade zone area where international businesses from all over the world could come and invest.\textsuperscript{15}

Israeli and Palestinian technical experts, with active help from the World Bank, the Wolfensohn team, and other donors, met in the months preceding disengagement to coordinate the transfer of settlement assets to the Palestinian side, and to search for a mutually acceptable formula that would ease the decade-long Israeli restrictions on the free movement of Palestinian people and trade without endangering Israel’s security.\textsuperscript{16} Their joint work, which continued after the pullout in an effort to reform the Israeli closure regime,\textsuperscript{17} was unprecedented in terms of the level of technical cooperation between the two sides on border-related trade issues. The exercise eventually led to the signing of the Agreement on Movement and Access (AMA) that was reached on November 15, 2005, after a last-minute personal intervention by Secretary of State Rice.\textsuperscript{18}

All this was done in an effort to make disengagement work, and to ensure its economic success on the Palestinian side. This part of disengagement history, which is often overlooked or forgotten in the discourse on the Gaza pullout, makes one wonder why the outcome today, a year after disengagement, is in such sharp contrast with the efforts that were undertaken to capitalize on the Israeli decision to leave Gaza.

In retrospect, however, it must be noted that these efforts were in large part externally driven, whereas the immediate parties—that is, the Palestinians and the Israelis—seemed largely unable or unwilling to take full advantage of the momentum created by the pullout plan. This was quite evident, for example, from James Wolfensohn’s critical reaction to both the Israeli and Palestinian sides regarding their slow response to his efforts to resolve sticking points related to constraints on Palestinian movement. Four months into his assignment, “[t]he Special Envoy was disappointed that none of the key movement issues [outlined in his “six plus three” agenda, which had been communicated to Israeli and Palestinian leaders on June 20] [had] been resolved.”\textsuperscript{19} This statement by Wolfensohn’s office, which was widely quoted in the media at the time, gives us the first clue toward answering the question of what went wrong.

Within this context—the apparent indecisiveness of the immediate parties to disengagement; the distinct geography and demography of the Gaza Strip, as a small territory with rapidly growing population, stressful socio-economic conditions, and festering internal security problems on the eve of Israeli withdrawal; and the very restrictive terms of the Israeli disengagement plan itself, as will be explained below—the potential positive economic impact of disengagement, and the fate of the international efforts exerted to make it work, were, at best, questionable.

\textbf{Gaza on the Eve of the Pullout}

On the eve of disengagement, Gaza was a battered economy with 65 percent of its population living under the poverty line—subsisting on less than $2 per capita per day\textsuperscript{20}—and with 35 percent of its workforce unemployed.\textsuperscript{21} Five years of continued violence and armed confrontation that began in September 2000 have intensified Gaza’s pre-Intifada problems and resulted in a badly damaged physical infrastructure, further tightening of Israeli restrictions on Palestinian movement, depressed domestic private investment, and a stressed social fabric with increasing signs of fragmentation.\textsuperscript{22} For its part, the Palestinian Authority was weak and inefficient, suffering from dysfunctional administration and excessive dependence on foreign aid for its fiscal survival. Worse still, the PA, at the time of disengagement, was gradually losing its grip on power, and its ability to govern was slowly eroding. Meanwhile, Islamic militants were gaining ground among Gaza’s largely impoverished population, and internal disorder and lawlessness were alarmingly on the rise.

By all measures, then—economically, socially, and politically—Gaza, on the eve of the Israeli withdrawal on September 12, 2005, was almost a failed entity. Under these extremely harsh realities, and for a small tattered economy like Gaza to have any realistic chance to both recover from its precipitous five-year decline and then attempt a sustained march on the road to growth, two conditions were absolutely crucial: (1) an atmosphere of political stability and enhanced security, and (2) unimpeded access to the West Bank, Israeli, regional, and world markets. Both these requirements were indispensable for private investment to rebound, for international aid to have a tangible impact on the economy, and for trade to flourish and act as an engine of economic growth. Although alone not sufficient\textsuperscript{23}—these were the critical conditions for both rescuing Gaza and securing its overall economic viability in the post-disengagement era.

As it happened, neither the internal political and security situation in Gaza nor the terms of the “modified” disengagement plan as approved by the Israeli government on June 6, 2004, provided these necessary preconditions for post-pullout economic regeneration. The combination of internal instability and continued border restrictions, in conjunction with the continued state of violence and armed confrontation between the Palestinians and Israel, soon proved to be deadly for the economic future of Gaza.

\textbf{The Restrictive Terms of Disengagement}

Unilaterally conceived and implemented, as a plan rather than an agreement\textsuperscript{24} and without any assurances to address Israel’s security concerns, either from the Palestinian side or through a third-party involvement,\textsuperscript{25} the Israeli disengagement plan came with terms that continued to give Israel overall control over the outer land, sea, and air envelope of the Gaza Strip,\textsuperscript{26} implying no change to the existing, security-based border trade regime. The pullout plan was ultimately carried out in an environment fraught...
with heightened political tension, despite the temporary relative respite that prevailed at the time of the evacuation.

Israel did, however, propose some measures aimed at enhancing border cargo management. These included the upgrading of terminal infrastructure and the introduction of new equipment and service standards, all to be funded by a $50 million grant from USAID. According to a World Bank analysis published in 2004, these measures would not be enough to trigger a Palestinian economic recovery, since they “would be undercut . . . by several key constraining factors—maintenance of the back-to-back cargo handling system,” continued internal closure in the central and southern West Bank, completion of the Separation Barrier, continued poor access between Gaza and the West Bank, the [planned] termination of [Palestinian] work permits by end-2008 and the [possible] abrogation of the quasi-Customs Union in Gaza. The collective weight of these factors would overwhelm other positive developments.28

Based on the above analysis of both Gaza pre-pullout conditions and the terms of the Israeli disengagement plan, a second clue can be found in the search for an answer to the “What went wrong?” question: that disengagement in and of itself could not have provided the environment that was needed to redress Gaza’s economic and social difficulties. At the end of the day, and apart from the restoration of their internal mobility, the freeing up of some 20 percent of Palestinian land, and the short-lived joy of seeing the Israeli settlers and army leave, the 1.4 million Palestinians calling Gaza home were not, in reality, offered a significant change to their economic condition.

This conclusion was also arrived at by the World Bank in its first report on disengagement (June 2004). According to the Bank analysis, given the lack of change in Gaza underlying conditions, “the probability of further Palestinian economic decline does not change. The differences between the disengagement and status quo [i.e., no disengagement] scenarios are negligible. . . . High population growth and the reduction in work in Israel would result in a cumulative real GDP per capita decline of about 12% by 2006; real GDI per capita would drop by some 22%. At 56% and 34% respectively, poverty and unemployment levels would essentially remain the same as under the status quo scenario.”30 This outcome was expected even with a continued disbursement of about $1 billion in foreign aid annually, as assumed in the World Bank analysis.

All Pain, No Gain

With Gaza’s underlying conditions practically unchanged, and the requirements essential for its economic revival virtually nonexistent, all preparations for the day after disengagement never had a chance to get off the ground. The World Bank’s work on reviving Gaza’s economy was shelved; the Quartet Special Envoy, Wolfensohn, was frustrated and, on April 1, 2006, closed down his office and left; the U.S.-brokered agreement on movement and access went largely unimplemented,30 the export-oriented greenhouse project in the former settlements area, which could have otherwise been a success story,32 ended up a dismal failure, owing to the frequent and prolonged closure of Gaza borders; and the remnants of Erez Industrial Estate that were supposed to be redeveloped and renovated, were ransacked by Palestinian looters and a large number of its buildings were razed by the Israeli army during the latest military incursion into the area.32 As the situation in Gaza continued to worsen in the months following disengagement, the only people who increasingly found themselves with more work than they could handle were the staff of international humanitarian agencies.

The work of these agencies became even more demanding as a result of two major, and totally unforeseen, developments on the Palestinian front: the victory of the Islamic Resistance Movement, Hamas, in the parliamentary elections of January 25, 2006, and its subsequent formation of the Palestinian government; and the abduction of an Israeli soldier five months later, on June 25, by a group of Hamas-linked militants who tunneled into an Israeli military post across Gaza’s southern border with Israel. Both developments led Western donors and Israel to undertake a number of measures that ultimately set the stage for what has become an economic and humanitarian crisis of major proportions, unmatched in Gaza’s recent history.

Post-Disengagement: Sudden Economic Free Fall

In the first few months that followed the Israeli pullout, the security situation in Gaza quickly deteriorated, owing to an upsurge in internal strife, continued firing of homemade rockets into Israel by Palestinian militants, and continued Israeli air strikes and artillery shelling into the Gaza Strip. Israeli restrictions on Gaza border crossings also continued, with the daily number of workers and business people crossing into Israel dropping to one-third of the pre-disengagement average, while Gaza exports through the Karni cargo terminal did not show any improvement even after the signing of the November 15, 2005, agreement on movement and access.31 Such an environment of instability and border constraints following the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza failed to provide the conditions necessary to lift post-disengagement Gaza from its economic stagnation.

On January 25, 2006, an already precarious economic situation in Gaza took a sharp turn for the worse following the sudden change in the Palestinian political landscape that brought Hamas to the helm of power after its victory in the parliamentary elections. The combination of Western donors’ suspension of direct budgetary support to the PA, Israel’s freezing of Palestinian VAT and customs revenue transfers, and the tightening of border restrictions—measures taken in response to Hamas’s refusal to change its stance on Israel, violence, and past Israeli-Palestinian agreements—has resulted in a fiscal
crisis that has virtually paralyzed the new Hamas-led government and limited its ability to pay salaries and provide basic services to its constituents. This situation has ultimately resulted in a humanitarian and economic crisis that continues to devastate post-disengagement Gaza.

Four consecutive reports issued by the United Nations and the World Bank in the first half of 2006 warn of the potentially grave consequences of the emerging grim realities in Gaza. Projections for 2006 alone were bleak: a 30 percent drop in real income, with unemployment and poverty reaching 40 percent and 67 percent, respectively. There were also warnings of irreversible institutional decay, with a likely negative impact on security that could eventually make Gaza ungovernable. As crisis conditions deepened, the UN agencies and NGOs operating in the PA areas launched an emergency appeal for additional funds amounting to 80 percent above the amount that was previously estimated to meet their budgetary needs for 2006.

The final chapter in the first year of post-disengagement Gaza came on June 28, when the Israeli army reentered Gaza three days after a group of Palestinian militants abducted an Israeli soldier in a cross-border raid. The full economic impact of this still ongoing Israeli military operation inside Gaza, which has so far caused a tragic loss of human life, massive deterioration in humanitarian conditions and extensive damage to public infrastructure and private properties, is yet to be measured. But the available statistics on, inter alia, personal income, poverty, unemployment, and businesses, along with their future projections presuming continued worsening conditions, are staggering, to say the least, with dreadful short- and long-term consequences.

Gaza today is nowhere near where most hoped it would be a year after disengagement.

So... What Went Wrong?

Based on the above analysis, three factors can be identified to explain what went wrong with the post-disengagement Gaza economy. These factors are related to the timing of disengagement, the terms of disengagement, and the purely technical nature of the international efforts made to make disengagement work. One year after disengagement, the combination of these three factors, in various degrees and in a mutually reinforcing manner, has contributed to the disengagement’s dismal failure to produce any tangible economic benefits for Gaza.

The Timing of Disengagement

The Israeli disengagement plan was introduced and implemented at a time when Palestinian-Israel relations were at a very low point. The plan, after all, was a unilateral move, not a product of bilateral negotiations. This aspect of disengagement made it extremely difficult to maximize whatever potential the plan might have had with respect to the Gaza economy. As the experience of all those who were involved in the exercise of coordinating disengagement has shown, continued confrontation and violence, along with a gross lack of mutual trust on the part of the immediate parties to disengagement, have constrained both sides from taking advantage of the potential presented by the evacuation of Gaza. Under these circumstances, the Israeli side seemed unwilling to improve on the terms of its plan, while the Palestinian side was perceived to be too weak to provide assurances on issues related to Israeli security. Whether the Israeli departure from the Strip could have produced a different outcome vis-à-vis the debilitated economy of Gaza had it been carried out in a different context is a question that is open to debate, but what is clear now is that the Israeli withdrawal, occurring as it did in an atmosphere of instability and violence, could not have yielded much in the way of economic returns.

The Terms of Disengagement

It has always been argued that Gaza’s economic recovery depends, first and foremost, on its unfettered access to markets, including those of Israel and the West Bank, and on the continued flow of Gaza workers to Israel, at least for the foreseeable future. This free mobility of Gaza labor and goods required a relaxation of Israeli constraints on border crossings—something Israel was not willing to do in an environment of continued instability and violence. The Israeli disengagement plan, which was conceived and carried out at a time of turmoil, accordingly came with rigid terms that were in sharp contrast to what was needed for the revival of Gaza economy. The likely results of that discrepancy—between what was offered and what was required—were apparent from the outset.

Soon after the disengagement plan was made public, its shortcomings, its inherent inconsistency (e.g., the plan called for separation from Gaza yet maintained Israeli control over its borders), and the predictably limited positive impact of disengagement on the Palestinian economy were all made clear. Two publications devoted to disengagement can be cited here.

The World Bank, in its first report on the subject and using different quantitative scenarios to examine the potential of disengagement, concluded that “[o]f itself, Israel’s Disengagement Plan of June 6 will have very little impact on the Palestinian economy and Palestinian livelihoods, since it only proposes a limited easing of closure.”

The Aix Group, a working group of Palestinian, Israeli, and international economic experts, presented an even more pessimistic view. “From an economic point of view, unless the plan is reformed, the result will be that the Gaza Strip will have very restricted economic links to the Israeli market, the West Bank, Egypt and other foreign markets. Furthermore, if an extreme version of the plan is implemented, including closed external borders of the Gaza Strip, it will turn it into an isolated and economically weak region.”
The “Technical” Nature of the International Efforts

To a large extent, the current Palestinian economic crisis is the product of an extremely unfavorable political environment with built-in constraints that is making the economy function way below its potential. In such an environment, technical remedial measures, by themselves and absent any positive changes on the political front, will not be sufficient to produce sustained economic gains. Such measures would have a better chance of success, and hence be more effective, if implemented in the context of an active drive to bring an end to the ongoing political conflict that brought the Palestinian economic crisis into existence in the first place.

This perspective has recently been emphasized by the World Bank. “While prospects for economic revival are doomed to failure without considerable relaxation of the Israeli security regime, the steps that need to be taken do not belong to economics, although easing of tension between the Palestinian Authority and Israel would yield substantial economic gains.”

This growing realization of the importance of the political dimension of the current Palestinian economic situation should help explain why all the international efforts made in the context of disengagement in an attempt to revive the Palestinian economy have not been successful. Mostly technical in nature and not part of a comprehensive package designed to address the root causes of the Palestinian economic crisis, such endeavors, along with the optimism they generated, were bound to be short-lived. In fact, given the timing of the disengagement enterprise and the restrictive terms of the disengagement plan, a purely technical approach to Gaza’s economic difficulties could not have been expected to produce a different outcome.

Concluding Thoughts

The implications of the above analysis should be clear by now. Any future attempts to revive the hard-hit Palestinian economy, including that of Gaza, require an approach that is comprehensive in nature, tools that transcend traditional technical fixes and generous financial packages, and policies that go beyond what has been tried so far and failed to produce a sustained, long-term transition to stability and growth. The experience of post-disengagement Gaza has also proven not only that one-sided measures, in and of themselves, are grossly inadequate, but that once implemented on the ground, they tend to have a life of their own and have the potential and the power to produce disastrous unforeseen outcomes. And in this context, although it might be somewhat difficult to establish a direct link between disengagement and the devastating economic and humanitarian crisis currently unfolding in Gaza (and in the West Bank as well), an argument can still be made that the Israeli departure from Gaza, in the way it was implemented and in the manner it was perceived by Palestinian militants, has helped to create the environment that made a worsening of conditions possible.

By the same logic, Gaza’s economic crisis, one year after disengagement, should also suggest one additional lesson: that unilateral actions to fix what one-sided policies have helped to create are ultimately bound to complicate the situation further, and to make conditions even worse.
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